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Abstract
Constraint-based mining of sequential patterns is an active research 
area motivated by many application domains. In practice, the real 
sequence datasets can present consecutive repetitions of symbols 
(e.g., DNA sequences, discretized stock market data) that can 
lead to a very important consumption of resources during the 
extraction of patterns that can turn even efficient algorithms to 
become unusable. In this paper, we investigate this issue and point 
out that the framework developed for constrained frequent-pattern 
mining does not fit our missions well. An extended framework 
is developed based on a sequential pattern growth methodology. 
Our study shows that constraints can be effectively and efficiently 
pushed deep into sequential pattern mining under this new 
framework.
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I. Introduction
The rapid increase of stored data in digital form has enlarged the 
interest in the automatic discovery of hidden information, and 
data mining techniques have gained acceptance as a viable mean 
to perform that task.
Usually, the term data mining is used to mean “the nontrivial 
extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potential useful 
information from data” [Frawley 1992]. In general, data mining 
techniques have been successfully applied from commercial 
domains, like customer relationship management, market 
basketnanalysis or credit card fraud detection, to scientific and 
engineering applications.
However, data mining algorithms are usually unable to produce 
optimal results with respect to all the trade-offs that they account 
for: precision versus recall, support versus confidence, concise 
and understandable models versus highly accurate black boxes, 
sample size versus error rate, or simply model expressiveness 
versus compute time, to name a few [Bayardo 2002]. In particular, 
algorithms for discovering frequent patterns (usually known as 
pattern mining algorithms) discover large amounts of patterns, 
most of the times, uninteresting and useless to the final user. The 
inability to focus the discovery process on user expectations and 
background knowledge, has lead to a process that is, in many cases, 
prohibitively expensive and very difficult to deal. The treatment of 
sequential data (the analysis of frequent behaviors, for example) 
is a particular case of pattern mining, usually known as sequential 
pattern mining, and suffers from the same drawbacks.
In order to minimize this problem, in either pattern or sequential 
pattern mining, recent approaches use constraints to restrict the 
number and scope of discovered patterns. Using constraints makes 
it possible to focus the mining process into areas or sub-spaces 
where useful information is likely to be gained. The ability express 
or exploit constraints effectively allows the data miner to use 
knowledge to guide the data mining process [Bayardo 2002]. 

However, as pointed by some authors, restricting the search too 
much may approximate the mining process to a simple testing 
hypothesis task, since the process will find only already known 
patterns [Hipp 2002].

II. Motivation
To motivate this study, let us consider the following example. To 
characterize a new disease, researchers may want to find sequential 
patterns about symptoms, such as “finding patterns with constraint 
of 2-7 days of cough followed by fever in range of 37:5-39C 
for 2-5 days with average temperature of 38 +/- 0.2C, and all 
these symptoms appear within 2 weeks”. A pattern found could be 
“cough 5 days and fever 4 days with strong headache.” This mining 
query contains a few constraints, involving sequences containing 
certain constants, and with average functions, etc. None of the 
previously developed constraint-based sequential pattern mining 
methods can handle all these constraints. Moreover, it is unclear 
how to incorporate all constraints in the mining process.

III. Proposed System
Sequential Pattern Mining and Caegories
Let I = fx1,……………….,; xng be a set of items, each possibly 
being associated with a set of attributes, such as value, price, profit, 
calling distance, period, etc. The value on attribute A of item x is 
denoted as x:A. An itemset is a non-empty subset of items, and 
an itemset with k items is called a k-itemset.
A sequence ∞ = X1,…………, Xl is an ordered list of itemsets. 
An itemset Xi (1 < i< l) in a sequence is called a transaction, a 
term originated from analyzing customers’ shopping sequences in 
a transaction database, such as in [1]. A transaction Xi may have a 
special attribute, times-tamp, denoted as Xi.time, which registers 
the time when the transaction was executed. As a notational 
convention, for a sequence ∞ = X1,………..XN , Xi.time < Xj.time 
for 1 < i < j< l.
The number of transactions in a sequence is called the length of 
the sequence.
A sequence database SDB is a set of 2-tuples (sid,∞), where sid 
is a sequence-id and ∞ a sequence. A tuple (sid,∞) in a sequence 
database SDB is said to contain a sequence ۷ if ۷ is a subsequence 
of ∞. The number of tuples in a sequence database SDB containing 
sequence ۷ is called the support of ۷, denoted as sup(۷).
Given a positive integer min sup as the support threshold, a 
sequence   ۷ is a sequential pattern in sequence database SDB 
if sup(۷) ¸ min sup. The sequential pattern mining problem is to 
find the complete set of sequential patterns with respect to a given 
sequence database SDB and a support threshold min sup.
For example, Table 1 shows a sequence database SDB with four 
sequences. The first contains three transactions (itemsets) (i.e., 
length = 3): fag, fb; cg and feg. For brevity, the brackets are omitted 
if a transaction has only one item.
Sequence ((ab)d) is a subsequence of both the second 
sequence,(e(ab)(bc)dd), and the third one, (c(aef)(abc)dd). So, 
if the support threshold min sup = 2, h(ab)di is a sequential 
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pattern.
Table 1: Sequence Database SDB

Like many frequent pattern mining problems [1, 4], there are two 
major difficulties in sequential pattern mining:

1. Effectiveness
Mining may return a huge number of patterns, many of which 
could be uninteresting to users, 

2. Efficiency
It often takes substantial processing power for mining the complete 
set of sequential patterns in a large sequence database. Constraint-
based mining may overcome both difficulties since constraints 
usually represent user’s interest and focus, which confines the 
patterns to be found to a particular set of conditions.
From the application point of view, we present the following seven 
categories of constraints based on the semantics and the forms of 
the constraints. Although this is by no means complete, it covers 
most of the interesting constraints in application.
Constraint 1. An item constraint specifies what are the particular 
individual or groups of items that should or should not be present 
in the patterns.
Constraint 2. A length constraint specifies the requirement on the 
length of the patterns, where the length can be either the number 
of occurrences of items or the number of transactions. Length 
constraints can also be specified as the number of distinct items, 
or even the maximal number of items per transactions.
Constraint 3. A super-pattern constraint is in the form of Cpat(α) 
Ξ(۷ € P s.t. ۷ с α), where P is a given set of patterns, i.e., to find 
patterns that contain a particular set of patterns as sub-patterns.
Constraint 4. An aggregate constraint is the constraint on an 
aggregate of items in a pattern, where the aggregate function can 
be sum, avg, max, min, standard deviation, etc.
Constraint 5. A regular expression constraint CRE is a constraint 
specified as a regular expression over the set of items using the 
established set of regular expression operators, such as disjunction 
and Kleene closure. A sequential pattern satisfies CRE if and only 
if the pattern is accepted by its equivalent deterministic finite 
automata.
Constraint 6. A duration constraint is defined only in sequence 
databases where each transaction in every sequence has a time-
stamp. It requires that the pattern appears frequently in the 
sequence database such that the time-stamp difference between 
the first and last transactions in the pattern must be longer or 
shorter than a given period.
Constraint 7. A gap constraint set is defined only in sequence 
databases where each transaction in every sequence has a 
timestamp. It requires that the pattern appears frequently in the 
sequence database such that the timestamp difference between 
every two adjacent transactions must be longer or shorter than 
a given gap.

A. A Classical Framework of Characterization of 
Constraint
In recent studies of constrained frequent pattern mining [6-8], 
constraints are characterized based on the notion of monotonicity, 
anti-monotonicity, succinctness,A constraint CA is anti-monotonic 
if a sequence α satisfying CA implies that every non-empty 
subsequence of α also satisfies CA. A constraint CM is monotonic 
if a sequence α satisfies CM implies that every super-sequence of α 
also satisfies CM. The basic idea behind succinct constraint is that, 
with such a constraint, one can explicitly and precisely generate 
all the sets of items satisfying the constraint without recourse to 
a generate-everything-and test approach. A succinct constraint is 
specified using a precise “formula”. According to the “formula”, 
one can generate all the patterns satisfying a succinct constraint. 
There is no need to iteratively check the constraint in the mining 
process. Limited by space, we omit the formal definitions here.
From Table 2, one can see that the classical constraint pushing 
framework [6] based on anti-monotonicity, monotonicity, and 
succinctness can be applied to a large class of constraints. Thus 
the corresponding constraint-pushing strategy can be integrated 
easily into any one of sequential pattern mining algorithms, such 
as GSP, SPADE, and PrefixSpan. However, some important classes 
of constraints, such as RE (regular expressions), average(i.e., 
avg(α) θ v, where θ €{< ̧ >}, and g_sum (i,e., sum of positive and 
negative values), do not fit into this framework.
This problem, w.r.t. commonly used regular expression constraints, 
has been pointed out by Garofalakis, et al. [3]. They provide a 
solution of a set of four SPIRIT algorithms, each pushing a stronger 
relaxation of regular expression constraint R than its predecessor 
in the pattern mining loop.

Table 2: Characterization of Commonly used Constraints (In 
Generals, Regular Expression (RE) Constraint is not Necessarily 
Anti-monotonic, Monotonic or Succinct.

A Framework: Mining Sequential Patterns with Prefix Monotone 
Constraints

1. Prefix Monotone Property
Let R be an order of items in a sequence database. Since the 
item ordering in the same transaction is unimportant to sequential 
patterns, it is convenient to assume that all items in a transaction 
are written with respect to the order R. 
For example, let R be the alphabetical order. A sequence should 
be written in the form of {(ade) (bc)} instead of {(dae)(cb)}. The 
fact that item x is before item y according to order R is denoted 
as x Á y.
A constraint Cpa is called prefix anti-monotonic if for each 
sequence satisfying the constraint, so does every prefix of α. A 
constraint Cpm is called prefix monotonic if for each sequence 
α satisfying the constraint, so does every sequence having α as a 
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prefix. A constraint is called prefix-monotone if it is prefix anti-
monotonic or prefix monotonic.
Pushing Prefix Monotone Constraints into Sequential Pattern

C. Mining
The mining can be performed in the following steps:
Step 1: find length-1 patterns and remove irrelevant sequences. 
Scanning SDB once, patterns (a),(b),(c),(d) and (e) are identified as 
length-1 patterns. Infrequent items, such as f, is removed. Also, in 
the same scan, the sequences that contain no subsequence satisfying 
the constraint should be removed, such as the first sequence,(a(bc)
e), which fails the regular expression constraint.
Step 2: divide the set of sequential patterns into subsets without 
overlap. The complete set of sequential patterns can be divided 
into five subsets without overlap according to the set of length-1 
sequential patterns: (1) those with Prefix (a), (2) those with prefix 
(b), . . . , and (5) those with prefix (e). Since only patterns with 
prefix (a) may satisfy the constraint, i.e. only (a) is legal w.r.t. 
constraint C, the other four subsets of patterns can be pruned.
Step 3: construct (a)-projected database and mine it. Only the 
sequences in SDB containing item a and satisfying constraint 
C should be projected. The (a)-projected database, SDBj  (a) = 
{((- b)(bc)dd),(( -e)(abc)dd), (ddcb)}.
Step 4: recursive mining. The mining proceeds recursively.To 
mine patterns having (ab) as a prefix, we form the (ab) projected 
database TDB(ab)= {(( c)dd),(h( c)dd)}.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an efficient algorithm that enables 
to manage efficiently the constraint-based mining task when 
the sequential databases contain consecutive repetitions of their 
items. Such a situation can appear in several domains (e.g., 
discretized quantitative time series and DNA sequences). An 
efficient algorithm, prefix-growth, is developed to push  prefix-
monotone constraints deep into the mining process. With some 
minor extensions, some tough constraints, like those involving 
aggregate avg() and sum(), can also be pushed deep into prefix-
growth. Our extensive experimental results and performance study 
show that prefix-growth is efficient and scalable in mining large 
databases.
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